its own acre. What right, else, has intelligent parenthood to exercise its
function?
If our enormous machine power were humanely thus used it would
enable all that was ever desirable in any city to go at any time now to a
greater natural beauty and enjoy the freer life we could honestly call
democratic. True culture must grow up with the ground. I believe that
only when Machine increment, placed there where it belongs, enabling
human life to be fruitful because Man is with his own ground and not
merely a parasite upon it—only so and then will indigenous culture ever
come to us as a truly Democratic Nation.
The better personal element are already withdrawing from what is now
urban, leaving it to the dregs or to the bucket-shop or the business of the
port of call or leave. The better elements are already so far withdrawn
from the city that gang-rule is hard to break: The city infested by evil as a
wharf is infested by rats.
When we become thus frankly utilitarian we can go with the new
reality to the order that is'beauty^ and the simplicity of its expression to
which our machine facilities, were they in proper as well as competent
hands, entitle us.
I see such organic change soon defeating 'establishment'. Already it
shows us that Centralization is giving way to decentralization and that we
must take a hand in re-integration or be the shortest-lived civilization in
all history.
THE ROAD IS ALWAYS BETTER THAN THE INN
Meantime these United States afford increasingly great road-systems.
Splendid highways are becoming ours. Telephone and power poles that
everywhere mar these highways and the countryside were long ago
obsolete. The old pig-tight, horse high, bull strong fence is no longer
needed as modern farming goes. Electrical fencing makes it unnecessary.
And these great road-systems, hastening movement toward the city at
fiist, are facilitating reaction now. The country-side is steadily rising in
importance.
Railroads^ once dominant metallic lines of communication strung in
competing Hues across the country, are growing gradually useless except
for the long haul overland. These private roads will soon be turned, into
great natural concrete arteries for mobile uninterrupted traffic on several
levels. Clumsy heavy coaches dragged roaring along on hard rails are
"already obsolete. The present heavy railway no matter how amended is
too cumbersome and slow for the requirements of modern mobilization,
and will pass with the passing of the city.
As new and greater road-systems are added year by year they are more
Sgfe&didly built. I foresee that roads will soon be architecture too. As they
wSi may be. Great architecture.
Leading toward the city, at first to grat% a hindered or frastxated social
and <shnl fife, our great Usoman roads are working the normal,way now? in
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